Deception & Concealment Technology for Protecting Healthcare Institutions

ThreatDefend® Platform

The ThreatDefend® platform provides comprehensive prevention and detection technology to detect, deter and derail attackers across a wide variety of attack surfaces.

**TOP USE CASES**

01. Ransomware Prevention  
02. Preventing Unauthorized Access to Active Directory  
03. Derailing Lateral Movement from Endpoints  
04. Credential Protection and Attack Surface Reduction  
05. Medical IoT Threat Detection  
06. Insider Threat Detection

Healthcare Provider Experience Benefits: Incident Response  
Conducted During H-ISAC Member Pilot in 2019

- Solution delivered high-quality alerts.
- Attivo brought “extra information” during event/incident response.
- The detection alerts collected during the trial had explanations, but didn’t validate the solution in operation capabilities.
- The Attivo solution provided activity context to help investigate who is the attacker and what is their attack method.

"It's a unique angle on response, being you are looking into a compromised system telling you "look here for an attacker" where generally you investigate the box and remediate it."

- CISO, Healthcare Organization
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"With deception tech, it is one of the only technologies which can provide more true positives than false positives (aka high fidelity)."

- CISO, Healthcare Organization

"Initially there was criticism and some thoughts on "deception is vaporware". When it started to deploy and use cases started to pop it started to bring back more reality on it helping some unique use cases even in a large "security ecosystem" of other functions."

- CISO, Healthcare Organization

Interested in Learning More?

Contact an Attivo Security Specialist  
Read the Attivo Healthcare Whitepaper
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